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David Boyce Recognised with the William Paterson
Memorial Medal Award
Judy Coates & Neville Lyne
The William Paterson Memorial Medal award was created to
honour Pharmacy’s illustrious practitioners. The members of
Pharmaceutical Society of South Africa, through the General
Council of our Body, made this award to our esteemed colleague, David George Boyce, at a farewell function late in
2018. The medal handover took place earlier in the year at his
home.
David studied Pharmacy in Cape Town during which time he
was involved in organised pharmacy at local, national and international levels. He registered at the South African Pharmacy
Council as a Pharmacist, and spent time in Hospital and in
Community Pharmacy practice, while continuing to participate
in professional affairs of significant impact. His talents were
recognised by the Southern Gauteng Branch of the Society and
was appointed to direct and manage the financial and operational turnaround of the Branch’s business entity - TPS
(Transvaal Pharmaceutical Society).
David’s vision of pharmacy was farsighted. He believed that the
role of the pharmacist was educational and clinical, with the
patient as the focus. To achieve this vision he created many
initiatives that changed the healthcare industry, each one a
major achievement and innovation, including continuing education initiatives, student bursaries, Wits University Chair of Pharmacy, to mention only a few.

David Boyce & Judy Coates

…/continued on page 2
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…/David Boyce Recognition continued

The role of the pharmacist was always envisioned as Patient-Centric, enabling the profession to add value to
their practices. This approach opened many opportunities for pharmacists to show their professional abilities to
the benefit of their communities and the healthcare industry.
David’s appointment to TPS in 1981 was the event that demonstrated his extraordinary abilities in the creation
of MediKredit, which united the various prescription checking offices of the Branches. This organisation was to
change pharmacy forever, taking it to new levels and reshaping in many ways the future of the healthcare professions in South Africa.
All David’s achievements and initiatives can only be found in his extensive Curriculum Vitae.
David’s contribution to the development of the Southern Gauteng Branch of the Society through his continued
involvement as Chairman of, for example the Branch, the Business Committee and Pharmaceutical Management Services, has been in the true spirit of William Paterson. He has made an indelible impact on the Pharmaceutical Society of South Africa and will be remembered as a man of great integrity, honour and humility and is
truly deserving of the William Paterson Memorial Award.

PSSA SG Mini Symposium
Save-the-Date
7 September 2019
Join us for a morning of networking and growth
2020 : REALITY AND VISION
Where have we been
Where are we now
and
Where are we going? / Where do we want to be?
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PSSA SG April CPD
Judy Coates

Technology as an enabler in creating
patient-centric culture

Saul Kornik, guest speaker, is co-founder and CEO of Healthforce, an augmentation
of technology and doctors that turns nurse-led clinics into specialist health centres.
Healthforce has provided over 50,000 telemedicine doctor consultations since inception. Prior to Healthforce, in 2006, Saul co-founded Africa Health Placements (AHP),
working to get doctors to where they are needed most. AHP has placed over 4,200
doctors who have served over 34 million people. He currently serves as chairman.
Saul opened the CPD session with an earlier retention survey conducted under AHP
looking at nurses and what keeps them in and what pushes them out the workplace.
The findings show that a sense of purpose draws them in and keeps them in. But a
toxic culture works to push them out despite this.
Saul unpacked what culture is, referring to the artefacts that we leave behind that tell
us more about our culture. The questions posed to the audience was: What artefacts
we are leaving behind in the work that we do that represents the culture of who we
are?
Saul then took the audience on a journey to understand what makes up your patients’ needs? He made
the point that every need has both a rational and emotional component to it - a need to feel a certain way
while still getting what is needed. The research shows
that a customer’s experience is determined 1/3 by
what is done and 2/3 by what is felt during their interaction. In unpacking these stats Saul led a fun interactive audience engagement looking at brands that confirmed how emotional needs out-weigh the rational
needs.

Saul Kornik

the needs of your team – and this will then be a starting point for a good culture to deliver to your patients.
Saul then unpacked Healthforce, noting that it aims to
make nurses a point of specialist care by enhancing
humans through smart but simple technology. It does
this by providing the nurse / pharmacist with a webbased, designed-for-purpose practice management
system that also allows you to connect via video to one
of Healthforce’s doctors through a call that is answered
within about 2 minutes.
Saul then shared the five behaviours that need to be
lived out to treat patients to achieve a patient centric
experience.

Saul then delved into how to create a pharmacy that
delivers a patient-centric experience, emphasising how
this creates brand loyalty and the trust – as well as a
feeling for the patient of “having been cared for”.
So how does one achieve this? Saul reminded everyone that the patient experience is the result of a domino effect of how your team is performing and feeling.
Therefore, how your team feels needs to be kept front
of mind, i.e. start with your internal customers – meet
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…/April CPD continued

I Connect – Health workers should connect with both
the rational and emotional (in terms of care provided
by both the nurse/pharmacist and the Healthforce
doctor).

A wheel of stats was shared presenting the conditions treated on Healthforce. Saul noted that of
Healthforce’s 48,000 virtual doctor consults only
4.5% needed a referral to a face-to-face doctor.

I Analyse – Critically, for diagnosis and before treatment, one needs the skills to provide the care. Technologies like Healthforce can be used to integrate
those skills into a consultation remotely as needed.
In addition, digital diagnostic devices can be used to
transmit information for diagnosis. e.g. Healthforce
has an integrated otoscope. Healthforce also does
an analysis of patient experience via a real-time rating system on SMS!
I Inform – Healthforce doctors are trained to inform
nurse and patient in the consultation, providing a
diagnosis and explaining what it means and what the
medication can achieve.
I Deliver – Technology can be used to offer a more
cost-effective model to deliver an improved solution.
Saul then delved into further stats from his time at
AHP, presenting a doctor index that shows that only
four countries pay their doctors more than SA pays
its own (purchasing power parity adjusted).
How does this model reduce costs? Doctors are
brought in for less time and this, therefore, brings
down the cost of the consultation.

In addition to great cost reductions, doctors are also
now become available at all the times pharmacies
are open – even after hours.
I Learn – All health workers need to learn to improve
the care they provide. This includes clinical, technology, non-clinical improvements.
Saul then shared an example of one of Healthforce’s
successes in creating equality in access to high quality care, no matter where you are in South Africa. He
then closed with an inspirational quote by Mahatma
Gandhi “Be the change you want to see in the
world”.
An interesting Q&A unfolded looking at NHI, reimbursement models and responses by the various
stakeholders impacted by the system.
The morning session of 2 April 2019 was attended
by 15 people. Due to popular demand expressed via
email for an evening session, the session was repeated 16 April 2019 in the evening and was attended by 31 people.

A special thank you to Clarivate Analytic for sponsoring this CPD event over the two dates.

A further thank you to Juta for the lucky draw
prizes sponsored in the morning 2 April
2019.
Congratulations to all our winners.
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Wits students jump back in time to learn the history of Pharmacy
Stephanie De Rapper
Pharmacy is known as the science and art that deals with the manufacturing and standardization of drugs. Throughout the centuries, pharmacy has dramatically evolved. From extemporaneous compounding of plants and herbs to
the careful preparation of pills, potions, cachets and plasters. The profession of pharmacy has come a long way and
has grown with technology and science to become a well-renowned industry.
Last month, the first year Wits Pharmacy students visited the PSSA Museum where they were given the great privilege of taking a stroll through the evolution of pharmacy.

Ray Pogir addressing the students in the Museum

Address by Dr Judy Coates

Students were welcomed with open arms to the Society where they were given an interactive presentation on the
different sectors of the pharmacy profession as well as a talk by Dr Judy Coates on all things PSSA. The talk was followed by a tour of the impressive pharmacy museum. From the very first prescription books to the Carboys used in
ancient apothecaries, students were awed by the vast history that the museum had managed to capture. Although
the PSSA museum has taken great care in preserving these valuable artifacts, its hidden gem would have to be the
curator, Mr Ray Pogir, who has been working in the field of pharmacy for decades. His stories on all the encounters
he had throughout the years were inspiring and added a personal touch to the visit.
As students that had the opportunity to visit the museum we felt that the entire experience was so marvelous. It gave
us a wonderful insight into the past, present and future of pharmacy. The experience was entirely fulfilling and gave
us a deeper appreciation for the profession.
The PSSA museum is an icon for pharmacy history and all health care professionals should be encouraged to visit
such a monument.
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Wits Faculty of Health Sciences Prize Giving – March 2019

As annual tradition, the Southern Gauteng Branch of the PSSA sponsors WITS Pharmacy students to receive special recognition on the basis of their academic and personal professional achievements. The criteria for these
awards are very specific and align to the goals and objectives of the PSSA, emphasizing academic performance
as well as giving back to the pharmacy community and society. These awards are conveyed on the WITS students
who are considered outstanding and commendable by the staff at WITS as well as amongst their student-peers.
For the 2018 academic year, the Southern Gauteng Branch of the PSSA honoured four outstanding final year B.
Pharm students. The award-winning recipients per award are listed below.
Pharmaceutical Society Award
This Award was presented to the final year student who achieved excellence academically and demonstrated
commitment to pharmacy. On receiving this award, Previn expressed his thanks at being acknowledged by the
Branch:

Previn Ramiah

m
“Sometimes I feel like giving up, but I just can’t, it isn't in my blood” Shawn Mendes
The above thoughts aptly describe the cascade mechanism of events that
has made my journey towards achieving my degree and paving my way
through the profession a reality. My profound gratitude to my mentors
within the pharmacy profession, Professor Yahya Choonara and his team,
for the pursuit of knowledge that cannot be found on a shelf in a library
but rather seeking knowledge, competence and skills that will emerge us
victorious as we dawn into the fourth industrial revolution. I cannot express my gratitude to Mr Tshifhiwa Rabali and the SAACP SG Branch, for
the meticulous advice on how to take back our rightful position as the
custodians of medicines and leaders of therapeutics. Above all, to God be
the Glory for the strength and grace for without none of this would have
been possible. To the future of pharmacy, passion and desire is all that
we need and for we will reclaim our role as the leaders of therapeutics.

Denis Jabulani Khoza Community Service Award
The Denis Jabulani Khoza Community Service Award is jointly sponsored by the Southern Gauteng Branch of the South African Association of Community Pharmacists and the Southern Gauteng Branch
of the Pharmaceutical Society of South Africa. The Denis Jabulani
Khoza Community Service Award is presented to the final year student who has contributed significantly in Community Service with
respect to pharmacy. This award is the most precious of awards
afforded to the final year students as it highlights the personal involvement undertaken by the student to progress the profession by
giving back to society.
The recipient of this award is Ms. Vonani Shilenge who is a common face at the Trinity Health Care clinic, a non-profit facility aimed
at providing healthcare to the homeless of Johannesburg. Vonani
attends this clinic most Monday evenings to provide this service
and give back to society through her degree. On receipt of this
award, Vonani stated that she would like to sincerely thank the
PSSA for the honour. Community service is a passion of hers and is
one of the main reasons why she joined this profession. Vonani
looks forward, with the assistance of organizations like the PSSA,
to use her skills and knowledge as a pharmacist to help the less
fortunate.

Vonani Shilenge
…/continued on page 7
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…/ Prize Giving continued

We wish Vonani the best of luck for a wonderful future and growing the pharmacy profession.
The Monty Rubenstein Memorial Prize

Hamna Hasan

Bronwen Wodrich

Monty Rubenstein was an active member of the Pharmaceutical Society for many years. He served as Treasurer and as
President. It was his strong belief in the professionalism of community pharmacy that helped to elevate the image of
Pharmacy. To perpetuate the spirit of his contribution to Pharmacy, the Southern Gauteng Branch is proud to present this
annual award. This Award is presented to the pharmacy student or group for producing the best Pharmaceutical Chemistry Project. In 2018, two students were awarded this honour, Ms. Hamna Hasan and Ms. Bronwen Wodrich.
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Achieving is Believing
Dr Rajesh Vagir (Manager Pharmaceutical Services Asst)
Weskoppies Hospital, Gauteng Health

This Mike Kryzewski’s quote reminds me of my professional duty every
day ‘’ If what you did yesterday still looks big to you, you haven’t done
much today’’. This quote resonates to a pharmacy professional right?
Yes, you guessed it right, I’m a pharmacist, a responsible pharmacist and
a pharmacy manager and more importantly a public servant. Being a
pharmacist in public sector presents you with a multitude of challenges
on a daily basis and you will definitely never say what you did yesterday
still looks big to you.

Dr Rajesh Vagiri

I have had only 10 months of experience as production pharmacist postcommunity service at Dr George Mukhari Academic Hospital and surprisingly I was appointed as pharmacy manager at Weskoppies Hospital. I
hardly believe that it is already 10 years since my appointment and the
hospital management does not regret it at all. During the interview prior
to my appointment the hospital Chief Executive Officer (CEO) asked me if
I could manage the pharmacy as I seem too young, soft and innocent.

I replied ‘give me an opportunity, I can prove you wrong’. Isn’t it bold in an interview? I guess that comes with
confidence in your ability to execute your skills. I also assume that registration as PhD student at University of
Limpopo, MEDUNSA campus (now Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences University) also boosted my confidence in
taking up a higher position that I did not anticipate previously. Now this is the real question, does registering for
higher studies boost your confidence as a pharmacist? I would certainly say ‘yes’ and I have never shied away
from telling my peers and other health care professionals that I’m doing PhD. Certainly it helped.
Reality strikes in no time, and it took me some time to
understand my job description, technically I failed to
distinguish if I’m a pharmacist or a pharmacy manager. Limited staff, persistent stock-outs, no ward stock
system, compliance to legislation, lack of control over
enforcing standard operating procedures and protocols of hospital were major challenges. Finding solutions to these challenges was my top priority and it
again reminded me of what a friend of mine said
about change management. Successful change management involved this ‘’first one has to understand
the existing system and processes and then try to implement changes progressively’’. My fellow pharmacy
managers, Gauteng Pharmaceutical Services and hospital management supported me immensely during
the process. Most changes in the process involved
nursing and medical personnel and I had my most
powerful tools as a pharmacist: Pharmacy Act 1974
and Medicines and Related Substances Act 1965. I
have always believed that my success as pharmacy
manager is solely due to implementation of the mentioned legislation.
What have I done different? Remember working in a pharmacy involves teamwork and in my case it is no exception. With the support of Hospital management, we bought temperature monitoring system that measures
temperatures electronically at all areas where medicines are stored - reports can be printed and electronic records stored in the device for 5 years. Cool, right? Trust me, it made my job easy. Reminding staff to record temperature is a tedious process and most of you would have encountered this at your set up. The next step was to
draft pharmacy protocols and once approved by the CEO, this assisted in enforcing decisions such as wards
stock, ordering lists, ordering times. My most powerful tools plus standard treatment guidelines assisted me in
…/continued on page 9
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…/ Achieving is Believing continued

correcting the medical staff about their non-compliant prescriptions and irrational prescribing.
Most Pharmacies would have a private counselling area. Our counselling area was filled with cleaning material and
completely owned by the general worker. There was a need to counsel psychiatric patients privately by a pharmacist
as the prescriptions of unstable patients change regularly. Trust me, patients have lots of questions about their
medications - do we really have time to listen to them? I certainly found some time in allocating a pharmacist to the
private counselling area, although I had a big argument with the general worker to vacate the area. Believe it or not,
we are providing private counselling to every out-patient since 2010.
The South African Pharmacy Council (SAPC) was certainly impressed and whenever the inspectors come to monitor
us they click their phone cameras. What is the point in counselling the patients without providing them all the information? Considering that psychiatric patients would generally seek a lot of information. We designed patient information leaflets, listed common side-effects of all psychiatric medicines stocked and drug-food interactions - this was
made available to the pharmacist to counsel and also to the patients to know more about their medicines. What did
we achieve with this initiative? More than 95% satisfaction with pharmaceutical services at hospital for last 9 years.
Effective control of specified schedule 5 and schedule 6 medicines was another initiative launched in 2015. A biometric electronic locking device replacing the old fashioned lock and key method was procured. This device functions on fingerprint access given only to the pharmacists and it monitors every event of stock access. No need to
keep schedule 6 key in your pocket or in personal possession right. The SAPC was once again impressed and the
rest, you know.
The above mentioned initiatives not only made me popular in pharmacy circles but also at hospital award ceremonies. I was consecutively nominated for the best employee in ‘clinical’ category from 2011-2014, where I was the
winner in 2012 and 2013. There was a reluctance that creeped in my mind to be nominated every year and I voluntarily opted out of this nomination process from 2015. However, hospital management had other ideas, in 2015 I
was presented with CEO’s award for outstanding contribution to the hospital. Imagine, out of 1300 employees, I was
handpicked for this award. It was truly a great achievement for me. The kind sentiments echoed by the CEO that
night will stay with me forever. My award collection did not end there. In 2016 Gauteng Department of Health presented me with the Khanyisa Service Excellence award in the best employee category and in 2017 pharmacy won
first prize in the projects category for the initiatives implemented at our facility. Chief Director of Pharmaceutical Services, Mrs Thipa always says, “when I see you at an award ceremony, I know you are taking few of those awards
home”. I have to admit that Gauteng Pharmaceutical Services has played an important role in my successes.
By now you would be wondering what have I done with my PhD. Fortunately, my academic career did not interfere
with my professional career through continuous support from hospital management and the University. I was conferred with PhD from Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences University in 2016. What a momentous occasion that was. I
was an instant celebrity in the hospital and the new found title ‘Dr’ my name sounded so different to me for a long
time until I got used to it. I have published three original articles in international peer-reviewed journals and I was
given an opportunity to share my research at AIDS 2016 and various national and international research forums.
PhD has opened the door for me to the universities - now I lecture at University of Witwatersrand and supervise post
graduate students from University of Kwazulu Natal and Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences University.
Colleagues my name is Rajesh Vagiri and my story continues...
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Gems of our
Profession
With Joy Pogir
Gary Köhn

THE JOURNEY OF GARY KOHN
Q: At what stage of your life did you decide to make Pharmacy your career?
A:

After completing my secondary schooling at Stoffberg high school I enrolled at Pretoria University to study

Civil engineering and even booked into Sonop residence in Brooklyn.
Wanting to be a hundred percent sure of my choice, I decided to be tested at the CSIR. The outcome resulted
rather in a choice between the following careers: Pharmacy, medicine or an optician.
I decided to choose between Medicine and Pharmacy.
At the time I thought Pharmacy would be the better choice as doctors worked long hours and too hard.

Q: Where did you study?
A: At the time the only Universities offering the pharmacy degree was Rhodes and Potchefstroom University.

I chose Potchefstroom University being closer to home, which at the time was Brakpan.
I completed my BSc Pharm degree in 1969 at the age of twenty one, which at the time included three years of
study and two years of apprenticeship at Steenkamp’s pharmacy in Brakpan.

Q: When were you married and what careers are your children following?
A: I got married in 1970 in Kimberley to Magsie.

I have four children:
Michael, after completing two degrees, qualified as an advocate, practicing at Group 21 in Sandton.
Jonathan is a group fitness instructor and personal trainer working at Virgin Active.
Vanessa worked as a bookkeeper receptionist and is currently unemployed.
Alexander is in final year of law at UNISA University.

Q:

Once you were qualified, were there some of the pharmaceutical industry norms –perceived or otherwise-

that you felt needed to be challenged or updated when you took up your current position? How did you go about
facilitating change?

A:

My interest has and will always be Community (‘retail’) pharmacy that connects me directly with the customer and patient in a face to face relationship and is most satisfying. Pharmacy was a good choice and very satisfying to me and I had the overwhelming urge to give back to the pharmacy profession.
…/continued on page 11
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…/ Q & A continued

Involvement with the Pharmaceutical Society, Community Pharmacy Sector, Medicine Control Council, Pharmacy
Council and Pharmintercom (an international organization) enabled me to give and effort to this task by playing a
substantial role in challenges and dramatic changes that took place during my involvement pharmacy.
I remember being elected to the NEC of the PSSA. One of the tasks that I was given was to convince Medical
Schemes to partake and make pharmacist initiated therapy part of their benefit options, which included the treatment of minor ailments. At the time only one scheme in the Eastern Cape managed by Dr du Toit offered this benefit
and the benefit was capped at R50 per treatment. This scheme subsequently was accepted by all medical schemes
and gives an option and an important income stream to community pharmacy.
Some of the major issues addressed were the dispensing doctor, ownership of pharmacy and the expanded role of
the pharmacist. After combined effort of the profession to curtail and to stop the dispensing Doctor, I was finally
called in by the then Director General, Dr Coen Slabbert, that told me we had not been successful in resolving this
matter that started in the eighties.
Success was not always possible with these efforts as changes took place outside of our control force and supported
by Government policy as set out in the National Drug Policy in 1994. Legislation followed that supported and implemented open ownership as well as an enforced professional fee making use of SEP and a tiered fee as the only income to be derived as an income. The intention of fee structure to benefit the patient failed as marketing fees and
rebates distorted the intention of the policy.

Q:

What personality traits do you have that you believe are useful in tackling the various demands of your profes-

sional life? And how do you manage those traits relative to those aspects of your character needed to engage with
your customers, your peers, family and friends?

A: Here I would like to highlight my involvement with my peers, fellow professionals

and colleagues.
I have become and been actively involved in a participating role in the PSSA and SAACP committees and enjoying
this exchange, experience and interaction tremendously.

Q: How do you deal with the constant stresses of serving customers with health problems?
A:

I do not see assisting and serving customers as a generator of stress but rather as an encounter and making it
a satisfying experience for the customers.

Q: What changes do you think need to be made in training future pharmacists?
A:

The training should include training and licensing to practice in primary health care enabling treatment as indicated in primary health care principles as set out by the DOH.

Q: Do you think the present training is keeping up with technology, innovations, politics and more?
A:

To my knowledge and understanding I think it does as long as the primary health care delivery is built into the
system.

Q:

How do you think the customer’s image of the pharmacist can be changed to enhance the professional standing ? What do the public need to know?

A: All pharmacist’s should make every effort to adhere to Good Pharmacy Practice.

By always responding to the patients needs and request for supply and advise in a professional manner.
By always giving a professional service and counseling when selling and dispensing.
…/continued on page 12
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…/ Q & A continued

Q: How would you change the current perception if you could?
A: As a profession we should collectively keep working at it.
Q:

How much of your time and energy is taken up with convincing others that your vision for the future is via-

ble?

A: Quite a lot through my involvement with the profession through the PSSA and SAACP.
Q: How would you go about implementing your own personal brands and philosophies?
A:

I perfected a personal ‘brand’ in the pharmacy with the manufacture and packing of eczema cream for
adults and children; boudjie salf; flu and sinus packs; migraine kits; gout powder; gout kit; cough and flu medicine.
The above lines are in demand and have contributed substantially to patient specific needs and turnover.

Q: What particular aspect of your work drives your passion for what you do?
A: My interaction with the customer or patient to assist in their healthcare needs and to give a professional service.

Q: What would you like the role of the pharmacist to be in the future “ national health program” ?
A:

The role of the pharmacist should be the primary supplier of medicine in the program. I have concerns that

the current private medical scheme system as an essential income stream for community pharmacy will be negatively affected. The income will change from fee for service to capitation income.

Q: Do you think that the laws that govern pharmacy in this country have to change?
A:

What we think in this matter of legislation governing pharmacy is irrelevant because it is my opinion that

changes to the relevant legislation is impossible and requires a Parliamentary and policy change by the ruling
Government. The current policy being access to medicine to all the people of South Africa at the lowest price.

Q:

What is your view on the insistence by Medical Aids of courier pharmacy deliveries? Do you think that this is
in the best interest of the patient?

A:

One of the major concerns for community pharmacy are the following two options implemented and allowed
by the Medical Schemes Act are Courier pharmacies that removes the principle of ‘face to face ‘ profession counseling and service and also the appointment of DSP resulting in penalty fees and the loss of patients being directed by schemes to make use of Designated Service Providers.
Both these policies implemented by schemes is not in the best interest of the patient and the pharmacies are
being disadvantaged by this unfair system.
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Prevention is the only Cure
Linda Steyn (BPharm)
Amayeza Info Centre
Rabies is an infectious viral disease that affects the central nervous system (CNS).
The virus belongs to the genus Lyssavirus and is found in many different animal species. Any mammal has the
potential to transmit the rabies virus to humans. However, most cases of transmission to humans have occurred
from domestic dogs. Although rabies can occur anywhere in the world, most cases of rabies occur in Africa and
Asia.
How is rabies transmitted?
Anyone exposed to the saliva of a rabid animal is at risk of developing rabies. This is usually due to a bite a bite
or a scratch, where the skin is broken, but may also be due to a lick on an open wound or the mucous membranes (such as those of the mouth, nose and also the eyes).
Rabies virus enters body through saliva from rabid animal

Virus multiplies in the area near the entry site
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…/ Rabies continued

Virus is taken up at nerve synapse at the site of bite

Virus accesses the Central Nervous System (CNS) via peripheral nervous system

Virus multiplies in CNS and travels back through peripheral nervous system to salivary glands where it
can be transmitted once again
Can rabies be cured?
Rabies cannot be cured. It is 100% fatal.
It is, however, 100% preventable if the correct measures are taken timeously after exposure to a potentially rabid
animal. Once the rabies virus has invaded the nerve cells in the area of the bite, it is too late to prevent the rabies
infection from reaching the brain and causing rabies symptoms.
What are the symptoms of rabies in humans?
Once the virus has entered the peripheral nervous system and then the CNS, the clinical illness begins. Death occurs within 2 to 10 days after presenting with acute symptoms.
Asymptomatic incubation
period variable
Can last weeks to months

Pain and paraesthesia at site of
exposure

Acute progressive encephalitis

Prodrome:
Fever and other nonspecific symptoms

Furious Rabies: 80% of cases
Hyperactivity, excitable behaviour, hydrophobia
Death occurs after a few days

Paralytic (dumb rabies): 20% of cases
Muscles become paralyzed
Coma and death
What does a rabid animal look like?
A rabid animal does not always present with the symptoms and signs one would expect to see, such as aggressiveness and foaming at the mouth. While these symptoms sometimes do occur, paralysis of the animal may also be a
sign that the animal has rabies.
It is more the change in the normal behaviour of the animal that is a warning sign. This may be, for example, a wild
animal appearing tame, or a normally friendly dog becoming very aggressive. Some animals may become unnaturally shy, or appear to be choking.
What animal is more likely to transmit rabies?
Any mammal can acquire rabies, but some mammals have a greater potential to transmit rabies than others. In
South Africa, while most incidences of rabies transmission occur via dogs, other animals such as cats, livestock,
mongoose, black-backed jackal and bat-eared fox are also implicated.
Smaller rodents, such as rats or mice are unlikely to transmit rabies, as they often do not survive an attack by a
rabid animal.
.
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…/ Rabies continued

Any exposure to bats, anywhere in the world, is considered to be a high risk for rabies.
What is pre-exposure prophylaxis?
Rabies pre-exposure prophylaxis consists of a series of 3 rabies vaccines given on day 0, 7 and 21/28 into the
muscle. It is recommended for all people who may be at risk of being in contact with, or exposed to, the rabies
virus
Who is more likely to be at risk for rabies?
People, such as veterinarians, laboratory workers, animal handlers and cavers, are more likely to be exposed to
the rabies virus due to their occupation. Travellers to high risk areas, especially where access to the rabies immunoglobulin (RIG) may be limited, may be at risk if treatment is delayed.
Children are especially at high risk, as they are more likely to play with animals and not heed warning signs.
How does one prevent rabies after an exposure?
The rabies prevention process should begin as soon as possible after an incident with an animal suspected to
be rabid. The management process involves:
Wound
management

Administering the appropriate
post-exposure prophylaxis if
necessary

Assessing the category
of exposure

Step 1: Wound care
• The wound should be thoroughly washed with soap and water
• Flush the wound with copious amounts of water for about 15 minutes
• If available, a virucidal substance such as povidone iodine should be applied to the wound
If possible, the wound should not be sutured immediately in unvaccinated patients in order for the rabies immunoglobulin to be infiltrated into and around the wound site.
Step 2: Assessing the category of exposure
Category
1

Description
Touching or feeding animal
Licking intact skin

Action
No action if history of exposure is
reliable
If history is not reliable treat as
Category 2

2

Nibbling of uncovered skin
Superficial scratch without any
bleeding

Full course of rabies vaccine*
Rabies immunoglobulin (RIG)
NOT required

3

Bites or scratches penetrating skin
or drawing even a drop of blood
Licking of mucous membrane e.g.
eyes and mouth
Licking of broken skin or abrasions
Bat bites or scratches (may be very
small and not obvious)

Full course of rabies vaccine AND RIG

…/ continued on page 17
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Table adapted from National Institute of Communicable Disease (NICD) Prevention of rabies in Humans Infographic: http://www.nicd.ac.za/assets/files/Rabies%20A1%20posterinfographic.pdf
*Full course not necessary if patient has received rabies pre-exposure vaccine in the past (see recommendations
below)
** RIG should not be given if the patient has received rabies pre-exposure prophylaxis in the past (see recommendations below)
Step 3: Choice of Post-exposure Prophylaxis (PEP)
For patients who have never received rabies pre-exposure prophylaxis or post-exposure prophylaxis in the past, the
following is recommended:
• Category 2 exposures: Rabies vaccine
Rabies vaccine is given as a schedule of 4 doses given on day 0, 3, 7, and 14 following exposure.
Patient who are immunosuppressed should receive a schedule of 5 doses on day 0, 3, 7, 14 and 28 following exposure.
The vaccine is given intramuscularly.
Please Note: Day 0
is the day that the
• Category 3 exposures:
1st vaccine is given
Rabies vaccine is given as above for category 2 exposures.
Rabies immunoglobulin (ready-made rabies antibody) needs to be administered into and around the wound, the
intention of which is to neutralise the virus at the site of the wound before it has a chance to enter the nerve cells.
RIG must be given within 7 days of having received the 1st rabies vaccine in the series.
For patients who have received pre-exposure prophylaxis or post-exposure prophylaxis in the past, the following is
recommended:
For Category 2 and Category 3 exposures:
Only rabies vaccine is to be administered on day 0 and day 3.
RIG must NOT be given.
Why is it necessary to give RIG to previously unvaccinated patients?
In previously unvaccinated patients it takes too long for the vaccine to become effective.

Rabies virus enters body through saliva from rabid animal

Virus multiples in the area near the entry site

Virus needs to be
stopped here in
order to prevent
rabies

Virus is taken up at nerve synapse at the site of bite. Once the virus has entered the nerve cells, it is too
late to prevent rabies
Is it ever too late to get rabies post-exposure prophylaxis?
It is very important that immediate attention be given to any possible rabies exposure. However, even if a considerable amount of time has passed since the patient was exposed, it is not too late to give post-exposure
prophylaxis. The rabies virus can remain in the tissue surrounding the wound for a long time before it gains access to the peripheral nerve.
As a healthcare professional, and living in a country where rabies is a risk, it is very important to be aware of the
possibility of transmission, and to be able to advise and refer the patient, if necessary, for prompt and appropriate treatment.
…/continued on page 18
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RECOGNITION OF LONG AND VALUED CONTRIBUTION TO PHARMACY IN SOUTH AFRICA

A list of 1238 pharmacists served South Africans for 45 years or more. This is
a significant achievement which has greatly benefitted the South African population, for which we are all grateful.
An awards ceremony will be held on 5 October 2019 at Sun City as part of the
3rd National Pharmacy Conference (http://www.sapcconference.za.org/). During the 2019 SAPC National Pioneer Pharmacy Awards ceremony, these legacy pharmacists will be honoured in appreciation of their long contribution to
health care in our country.
Individual invitation letters to be part of this Legacy Award Ceremony have
been sent by the Office of the Registrar. If any pharmacist, who has served the
profession in good standing for 45 and more years did not receive their invitation letter they can contact elmari.venter@sapc.za.org
In addition, these pharmacists may also enter for the prestigious Legacy Pioneer Pharmacy Award which forms part of the South African Pharmacy Council’s National Pioneer Pharmacy Professional Awards. Information relating to
the awards can be downloaded from https://bit.ly/2PyX5Mr.
All nominations and motivation documents should be received by the Office of
the Registrar by not later than 1 July 2019. Any queries and all completed
nomination entries must be submitted to Elmari Venter: Elmari.Venter@sapc.za.org or fax 086 626 2109. Please ensure that the relevant
motivation, evidence and documents are submitted as stipulated in the
“Awards Objectives and Criteria” document. Supporting documentation/
reports to promote the choice of the candidate in the relevant category may
also be submitted with the entry. Additional nomination forms may be requested from the SAPC, or downloaded from www.sapc.za.org .
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DISPENSING ERRORS
Ray Pogir

What must be done in the pharmacy to avoid dispensing errors?
It would be a good policy to brainstorm this problem with all staff involved in dispensing in the pharmacy and to
write an SOP of the rules to follow in order to dispense accurately.
What type of error is likely to occur? Wrong medication, wrong dose, wrong dosage form, wrong strength, wrong
directions, drug interactions, prescribing errors, patient allergies not checked.
To avoid likely errors there should be a set procedure for checking. Not one quick look. Some will need to be
checked a few times before being satisfied that all is correct.
Some pharmacies have devised a 5-step checking procedure to follow before the medicine is handed to the patients. Pharmacies have also had a stamp made for the reverse of the prescription- it asks: Signature of pharmacist who checked, Signature of dispenser.
The objective is to be sure that what is finally handed to the patient is correct, will do no harm and will achieve
the prescriber’s intention.
Cost orders imposed by the Committee of Informal Inquiry for dispensing errors have been reported in the Pharmacia. Complaints have been lodged by patients. In one case the error is alleged to have caused serious harm
to the patient.
There are examples where the labels of dispensed medicine for the adult and a child of one family were mixed
and the child would have taken the adult dose if the error had not been noticed by the family.
One tablet can cause more harm than a car accident.
Do not let familiarity lead to a lack of professional responsibility and care.

Dear Cecile
Please accept my sincere appreciation of this edition. It’s beautifully written, especially the SAAHIP conference
feedback report (I know I’m biased).
Thank you for the work you put in the Golden Mortar. I have shared it with my EXCO and they found it very interesting.
Kind regards
…/ continued on page 21
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Hi Cecile
I would like to say thank you to you and Judy for steering a great work through PSSA.
You really brought interest back, with great content.
We really appreciate it all the notifications and adverts especially for upcoming event to plan beforehand.
A big thank you for all you guys.
We appreciate it.
Kind regards

ICPA (NPC), Unit 3, Mews 2, Rosmead Centre, 67 Rosmead Avenue, Kenilworth, Cape Town, 7708
Tel: +27 21 671 4473 | Fax: +27 86 5152 000 | Website: www.icpa.co.za.
CIPC Reg. No: 2012/021809/08 | NPO Reg. No: 141-903 | VAT Reg. No: 4420262976

Cry the beloved mortar & pestle – an exposition by ICPA
“Cry the beloved mortar & pestle” published in the first edition of the Golden Mortar 2019, was widely shared
across social media platforms eliciting much-heated discourse. The article by Mr Charlie Cawood exposed a disgruntled community pharmacy sector and many independent community pharmacists vented their frustrations
around several issues including closed designated service providers (DSP), penalty co-payments and the Council
for Medical Schemes (CMS). ICPA was approached for comment regarding the article.
Background:
The Independent Community Pharmacy Association (ICPA) has been fighting closed DSPs and penalty co-pays on
behalf of our 1200 pharmacies for many years. In March 2015, ICPA approached both the National Department of
Health (NDoH) and CMS requesting the Council to declare certain practices of medical schemes to be undesirable
in terms of s 60(1) of the Act. ICPA held the view that the appointment of closed DSPs by schemes with penalty copayments was affecting patient care, violating patients’ rights and was threatening the sustainability of independent community pharmacies. The CMS declined the request which decision was appealed by ICPA. On 15 April
2016, Judge BM Ngoepe, Appeals Board Chair, ruled in favour of ICPA and instructed CMS to carry out ruling. Some
13 months later on the 9 June 2017 CMS finally published their intention to declare the practices complained of by
ICPA to be undesirable for 21 days comment. The CMS received more than 500 comment submissions which were
used as an excuse to delay any finding and to date, the undesirable business practice (UBP) nor any finding has
been published.
Current status of the undesirable business practice (UBP):
At the beginning of this year, ICPA put the CMS on terms, publish the finding in 7 days or face a legal challenge. On
26th February 2019, CMS informed ICPA that they had resolved (in May 2017) to stay the publication of the intended declaration for the following reasons;

•

Due to the promulgation of the Medical Schemes Amendment Bill which will prevent the practice of
levying co-pay and deductables;

•

Feedback from the Health Market Inquiry on unspecified “competition law issues”; and

•

The further amendment of the intended declaration to address unspecified “issues raised by
stakeholders in their representations”.
…/continued on page 22
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ICPA believes that the Council’s reasons for seeking to postpone the publication of the UBP is inappropriate and
unreasonable. Consequently, ICPA is in the process of seeking an order to set aside the CMS decision through
an appeal and to compel CMS to publish the ruling.
Contrary to the assertion in Mr Cawood’s article, the appointment of closed DSPs is, unfortunately, not in contravention to the Medical Schemes Act. What is inappropriate is the application of the penalty co-pay which ICPA
has challenged. A disconcerting situation is that a scheme representing civil servants has chosen to appoint a
DSP and impose a 20% penalty co-pay for members that utilise non-DSP pharmacies after the Minister of
Health himself has stated on a public platform that co-payments must end. The inclusion of NAPPI-specific formularies adds insult to injury. ICPA does not support any NAPPI-specific formularies and has requested that they
are banned altogether. A funder should not be allowed to select trade-named products for inclusion in any benefit. The question that begs to be answered is why they want to; what benefit do they derive, and does it benefit
the patient?
By definition, a “formulary list must be developed on the basis of evidence-based medicine, taking into account
considerations of cost effectiveness and affordability”. In other words, select the desired medicine to treat a
particular condition, list the active ingredient and then set a benchmark price that allows a number of products
for the pharmacist/patient to choose from. I agree with Mr Cawood – why CMS has allowed this practice and
many other questionable ones to continue is worrying! The prime mandate of CMS is to protect the interests of
the beneficiaries at all times. It is abundantly clear that closed DSPs, penalty co-pays, NAPPI specific formularies and unsustainable dispensing fees do NOT protect anyone other than the schemes themselves.
In conclusion, and in answer to the question; “Why has there been no public outcry against this ongoing discrimination, by the leaders of our representative pharmacy organisations?” – ICPA leadership exerts consistent pressure on the statutory councils, the NDoH, the government and individual medical schemes and administrators.
Various correspondence is on record to the CMS, NDOH, Minister of Health, DG of Health, and all the way up to
the Presidency on this particular issue. Further, many of the mainstream media have carried articles written by
the ICPA Media team. We do still need more. We need every pharmacist to inform their patients of their rights in
order to create the public outcry that Charlie seeks, to write articles to the press and the profession, to lobby for
good pharmaceutical care. We agree- The time has come for independent community pharmacists to unite,
stand tall with their mortars and pestles, and seek restoration of their vital role in the healthcare of the country.
We need the other 800 or so independents to join the organisation and we need the rest of the profession to
support the principles of a level playing field, patient choice and excellence in pharmaceutical care.
About ICPA
ICPA (Independent Community Pharmacy Association) is an organization which provides independent community pharmacies with a collective strength and a coherent voice that is heard by government, medical schemes,
pharmaceutical suppliers and importantly, the consumer.
ICPA represents one of the largest pools of professionals in the healthcare sector with over 1 100 pharmacies,
about 3 000 pharmacists and 20 000 supportive healthcare personnel spread across metropolitan, urban and
rural South Africa.
The objective of ICPA is to assist and support its members in securing a sustainable and successful future as
independent, owner-managed pharmacies. In addition to this, the ICPA strives to foster an understanding of
the role that independent pharmacies can (and do) play in delivering important healthcare services to the communities that they serve.
All ICPA members are committed to high quality pharmacist care and to the restoration and maintenance of the
health and well-being of the consumer.
Issued by ICPA:
Contact: Jackie Maimin (CEO) or Shanaaz Bayat (Marketing)
jackie@icpa.co.za
shanaaz@icpa.co.za
021-671 4473
Board of Directors: Sham Moodley (Chairman), Mogologolo Phasha (Deputy Chair), Simonè Eksteen (Treasurer),
Rakesh Daya, Mehboob Ali Cassim, Kgabo Tshepo Komape, Pauline Randles.
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Obituary
Gary Black

“Service before self”
It was with great sadness that we heard of the passing of Mr Bill Bannatyne on 4 April 2019. On behalf of all his colleagues and the CWP
Branch in particular, I offer our sincere condolences to Mrs Bannatyne
and all the family.

William “Bill” Bannatyne

In pharmacy, he was the ultimate gentleman professional. His insight,
leadership and selfless sacrifice for the benefit of our profession could
not be matched, as is witnessed by the many honours he received,
including the highest honour of the PSSA, The William Paterson Award.
Yet, I know that all that he accomplished, was done simply and sincerely for the benefit of his colleagues and the profession. While he certainly appreciated all the accolades he so richly deserved, being the
humble man that he was, I surmise that a simple “Thank you!” would
have sufficed!

So, on behalf of all my colleagues, I simply wish to say to Mrs Bannatyne and all the family, “Thank you!” for all
the support and time you so generously gave in allowing him to play such an important role in our lives and profession.
Bill Bannatyne epitomized the saying, “Service before Self”,... service to his family, country and his chosen profession of pharmacy.
One of Mr Bannatyne’s great qualities which is often overlooked when reflecting on his long list of contributions
to our profession, is the mentorship he provided to generations of pharmacists. As employees, both my wife
Anne, and I, benefitted greatly from his guidance, encouragement and support. As a member of the Branch Committee, I benefitted from his experience, example and insight. His mentorship role and enthusiasm for encouraging new ventures and research by his younger colleagues was realised in the establishment of the Alf Radis
Award, named in memory of the late Alf Radis, Billy’s friend and colleague who also welcomed innovation and
progress. Today there are many pharmacists who benefited from this award which enabled them to acquire additional degrees, knowledge and opportunities for professional growth.
Mr Bannatyne was actively involved in the PSSA for more than 50 years. He was elected to the CWP Branch
Committee in 1963 and served continuously to 2015. He served the Committee in every capacity from Minute
Secretary to Branch Chairman: 1970/71, Treasurer: 1979-1988 and Honorary Life Member: 1980. The list of
awards bestowed on him at Branch, Sector and National PSSA levels further indicates the extent of his contribution to the profession and the esteem in which he is held by his peers.
In his passion for the profession and in pursuit of the objectives of the Society, Mr Bannatyne was a power for
change and initiated numerous projects to resolve problems facing the profession.
The following projects, although, initiated at a Branch level had positive consequences for the entire profession:
• He oversaw the modernisation and computerisation of the CWP Branch Central Paying Office (CPO),
transforming it from a small administrative office to one of the most efficient CPO’s, fully computerised, employing in excess of 40 people with the highly respected Gus Ferguson as the Director. He
served on the Contracts Management Committee of PSSA Contracts (Pty) Ltd - later known as MediKredit. He coined the name, MediKredit and championed its development.
• He was the founder of the Branch newsletter, The Tincture Press in 1972 and had been the editor
ever since. Other Branches emulated this example of good communication with the members.
• He chaired the PSSA/CPA Liaison Committee which fought doggedly for private sector pharmacy to
provide the service of dispensing for state patients. An effective service was established and administered through the local paying office for many years. The positive impact of this service saw
the establishment of many new pharmacies in the country areas of the Western Cape.
…/ continued on page 25
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•

•

•

•

An active member of the Society for the History of Pharmacy, he initiated the project which resulted in
the publication of the book, A History of Organised Pharmacy in South Africa – 1885-1950 by Mike
Ryan. Through Tincture Press publications other books including, the Best of Tincture Press, The Three
Lieschings and Walter Froembling – Pharmacist and Man were published.
Daily Drug Use is now a recognised important reference book. It was Mr Bannatyne who headed the
project of publishing this important resource and obtaining the services of the late Joe Talmud as the
first editor. Another reference book, First Aid – anywhere anytime, edited by Cyril Tucker, was initially
published by the Branch under Mr Bannatyne’s watch.
It was during his tenure as Treasurer of the CWP Branch that the Society sponsored a pharmacist,
Dewald Gerber, to work at the Medicines Information Centre. The late Joe Talmud was the second appointee to this position. This sponsorship over a period of about 8 years helped to establish the MIC as
a valuable national resource and created many opportunities for pharmacists in the field of medicine
information.
Mr Bannatyne wrote the protocols for the CWP Branch Past Chairman’s dinner, known as the Senate
Dinner. This tradition has subsequently been emulated by other Branches.

His tenure as a member of the PSSA National Executive (1970-1982) included being President for the period 19751976. His work on the National Executive included:
• Responsibility for the first comprehensive revision of the PSSA Constitution resulting in a new Constitution which formed the basis of the current document.
• He initiated the investigation and chaired the first two committees which culminated in Syncom and
Healthcare 2000. These projects resulted in a marked change to the practice of pharmacy, opening
many new opportunities for colleagues.
• Mr Bannatyne was a particularly active member of the Fellows Committee.
• Even after completing his term of office on the National Executive, he continued to be involved in national projects, including being one of the co-ordinators of the PSSA’s “Operation Delta campaign” in 1988
which sought to resolve the trading doctor problem.
Mr Bannatyne served on the Community Pharmacist Sector (CWP) Branch Committee from 1979 to 2015. He
served on the National Executive of CPS from 1985-2009 and as President from 1990-1992. His work at this level
was again characterised by diligent service and practical proposals in promoting community pharmacy, including:
• Organising the CPS NEC into task forces e.g. David Bayever was specifically tasked to get DrugWise established.
• Strengthening the liaison with the Pharmaceutical Society, particularly in regard to negotiations with the
Minister of Health regarding the dispensing doctor issue.
• In 1990 he attended, on behalf of SAARP, the International meeting of Community Pharmacy Organisations.
• For his organisational ability), negotiation skills with officials at the National and Provincial Departments
of Health and diligence in promoting community pharmacy, he deservedly was awarded the Julius Israelsohn Award and the Sam Moss Award and became an Honorary Life Member of the CPS Sector in 2010.
Mr Bannatyne was elected to the South African Pharmacy Council in 1977 and served on it until 1988. He served on
the Practice and Tariff Committees and chaired the Preliminary Investigation committee from its inception until he
left the Council. He also acted as an inspector for the SAPC for many years before the current inspectorate system
was established.
In business, outside of his community pharmacy, Mr Bannatyne served his colleagues as a Director of the cooperative wholesaler, Amalgamated Chemists Association and was Chairman of the Board from 1986-1988. Here
too, his insight, drive and organisational skills were used to transform ACA from a small wholesaler/buying group into
a modern full-line wholesaler at new premises in Montague Gardens as the fore-runner of the company, known as
UPD.
Mr Bannatyne lectured, examined and moderated in Forensic Pharmacy at the Cape Technikon and UCT using his
knowledge and experience to promote the profession.
Bill volunteered for the Citizen Force in 1950 and was commissioned a year later. His exemplary military career
serves as witness to his impeccable character and integrity and willingness to serve his fellow man. This was recognised by him being awarded the John Chard Medal and Decoration.
In conclusion, I could do no better than to quote Dr Natie Finkelstein, who on the occasion of bestowing the William
Paterson Award on Mr Bannatyne, said the following:
…/ continued on page 26
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“Whilst all the achievements mentioned are indeed meritorious, these pale into insignificance when regard is
had to Billy’s incisive mind, his legendary courage of his convictions, his notable ethical approach and exemplary professionalism, his loyalty towards his colleagues, his passion for the pharmacy profession and his impeccable honesty and integrity.
We salute you, Billy, as a worthy recipient of the William Paterson Award.
Your example of dedicated and selfless contributions to the pharmaceutical profession as well as your exceptional and consistent involvement for more than 50 years should be our inspiration in striving for perfection and
always unstintingly placing service before self.”
May he rest in peace

SAAPI Hosted Label Development Workshop - 28 March 2019
Charne’ d’Hotman
As a Regulatory Affairs Professional, aspects of our routine function involve implementing the current SAHPRA
labelling guidelines against either the development of new labelling material or amendments to current approved labels. To this end, I felt quite comfortable with my interpretation and understanding of the regulations
and guidelines. The one-day workshop as offered by MRA Regulatory Consultants at Glenhove on 28 March
2019 appeared to address not only the current legislation, but I was keen to learn more regarding exemptions
and exceptions, including requirements for different products.
Henriette from MRA, on introducing the scope of the workshop, immediately assessed delegates competency
level and expectations, and directed learning accordingly. Rather than a line by line interpretation of available
guidelines, the immediate focus was to look at the implications of labelling to consumers i.e. with relevance to
the Consumer Protection Act. With a better appreciation of the intent of labelling, it was easier to then
acknowledge the differences in labelling for different product categories and how we as regulatory professionals can take more informed decisions on meeting the requirements. With examples varying from the selfregulated Foodstuffs, to borderline products, Henriette emphasized implementing labelling in line with the relevant Act / Standard applicable to the product and where these may be found, if not a medicine.
…/ continued on page 27
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Interactive discussions around delegate experience and reviews of product sample labels left us both chuckling and a bit daunted as to the inconsistency in labelling requirement interpretation. Where questions
were raised regarding content on older product labels, Henriette carefully
guided us through the applicable historical Gazette Notices. Additionally,
Henriette rationalized interpretations based on old guidelines or Gazette
Notices which were never retracted or in instances where content is included based simply on historical know-how.
A truly insightful and interactive workshop, I have found myself assessing
labelling more holistically rather than simply ticking off each requirement. Looking forward to similar workshops as SAHPRA introduces new
or revised guidelines.
The workshop was presented by Henriette Viennings - MRA Regulatory Consultants
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The Chairman of the Editorial Board is David Sieff and the members are Judy Coates, Ray Pogir, Gary Köhn, Tammy MaitlandStuart, Tabassum Chicktay, Stephanie De Rapper and Deanne
Johnston. All articles and information contained in The Golden
Mortar of whatsoever nature do not necessarily reflect the views or
imply endorsement of the Editorial Board, the Branch Committee,
the PSSA, its Branches or Sectors. The Editorial Board and the
afore-said cannot therefore be held liable. Every effort is made to
ensure accurate reproduction and The Golden Mortar is not responsible for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies which may occur in
the production process.
We welcome all contributions and as space permits, these will be
published.
The Golden Mortar
P O Box 2467, Houghton, 2041
Tel: 011 442 3615, Fax: 011 442 3661
pssa@pssasg.co.za
Your SG Branch Chairman:

Lynette Terblanche

Your PSSA Southern Gauteng Branch Sector representatives are:
Community Pharmacy:
Hospital Pharmacy:
Industrial:
Academy:

Tshifhiwa Rabali & Winny Ndlovu
Tabassum Chicktay & Thanushya Pillaye
Gina Partridge & Tammy Maitland-Stuart
Yahya Choonara & Stephanie de Rapper

Contact them through the Branch Office: Tel: 011 442 3615

The Editorial Board acknowledges, with thanks, the contributions
made by the SAACP Southern Gauteng Branch to the production of
this newsletter
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